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SEIPEL’S INAUGURAL ADDRESS Carter Seipel, 
New and Unimproved

What’s this? A new editor? You are correct. I Carter “The High-Pitch Noise” Seipel 
am now the proud editor for Wednesday’s Bullsheets. Let me just say it’s an honor 
to be elected to such a powerful position. A position I will no doubt abuse. As we all 
know, the best comedians have a mission. Mine? Make as many people smile, that way 
they’ll be more likely to give me money in the future. Excited? In my sheets you will 
find absolutely no typors or lazy jokes (see “typors”) or over-explaining of jokes (see 
“see typors”). Font will always be on point (12 to be exact) and spacing will be more 
than fine. So get excited! Nothing but new and innovative jokes from here on out!

NEW YEARS RESOLUTIONS
AMIRITE???

Carter Seipel,  
In Fact Right

I’ve been around for quite a few new years so I know a thing or two about resolutions. 
Most people set a resolution pledging to make a positive change for the year ahead. 
These changes could include reading more, trying jazzercise, or eating less almonds. 
You may have set a helpful resolution too, but did you know there’s nothing in the rule-
book that says a resolution has to be positive? You can set evil resolutions too! In fact 
for 2024 I’ve only set negative resolutions so that it’ll be easier to improve myself come 
2025. Some of my bad resolutions I’m (legally) allowed to share are…

Start saying “where’s my hug at?”
Only tip in spare change

Trip more dogs
Intensify eye contact with everyone I meet
Stop covering my mouth when coughing

Covet
Sing praise of Elon Reeve Musk

Only wash hands when no one is looking
Cut down on turn signal use 

Yell on the phone in public spaces
Correct people who still call X “twitter”

Stop recommending the Bullsheet to every person I know
Ignore all of the reels my friends send me



Staff “Carter Is An Editor?” Box
Claire “Uh Oh” Anderson, Managing Editor

Caroline “:(” Lopez, Junior Editor
Caroline “Ruh Roh” Concannon, Junior Editor

Carter “Yay!” Seipel, Sophomore Editor
Mick “Yikes” Smith, Head Writer

Lauren “Oh No” Ehlers, Senior Writer
Brin “Say "The Horror!" Everyday” Glass, Junior Write

Griffin “Worried” Conley, Junior Writer
Ella "Gone. Doesn't Care.” Buzas, Foreign Correspondent

Selah “Gone. Doesn't Care.” Griffin, Foreign Correspondent
Micah “Also Gone." Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Foreign Correspondent

Emmy “Gone. Doesn't Care.” Ayad, Foreign Correspondent
Tatum "Confused" Thomas, Junior Writer

Christine “NOOOOOOOO!!!!!!” Trueh, Sophomore Writer
Leah "Unhappy" Jackson, Sophomore Writer
Eleanor "Nervous" Mason, Freshman Writer

Lucy "Okay, and?" Dale, Freshman Writer

Maybe the real 
resolutions 
were the friends 
we made along 
the way?

YOU ARE Leah Jackson,
Enuph


